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In accordance with the interaction of the model, mechanism and effect of the 
Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation, this dissertation, under the preset premise of 
“the availability of a modern effect in the Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation”, tends 
to take the theories of comparative advantage, enterprise transfer and the integration 
of district economy as a fundamentally dominant theory in the study of the model and 
mechanism of the Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation.  
Such model and mechanism aim at serving the Cross-Strait agricultural 
cooperation and become mature accordingly. This thesis firstly expounds the major 
contents and arena of the Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation with a comparison 
between the Cross-Strait agricultural development and the productivity as well as 
product competence of it. And then, this paper draws a conclusion on the existing 
model and mechanism of the Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation, that is to say, it 
takes that in the past 30 years or something, people on both sides of the strait have set 
up a regular cooperative model to cover and reflect the division of labor in the 
Cross-Strait agriculture, element orientation, cooperative carrier and subject, and in 
the same time, they have periodically implemented some specific cooperative models 
with characteristic policies favorable to the Taiwanese people as in the experimental 
cooperation with some specialist organizations. But it also points out that the 
above-mentioned models have been incompatible with the dynamic prediction thereof. 
To make compatible the Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation, people across the strait 
attempt to establish mechanism for the Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation under the 
perspective of following the market law, making clear the goals of cooperation, 
providing the cooperative impetus, enlarging the cooperative entity, regularizing the 
cooperative substance and establishing a cooperative carrier. However, the existing 
cooperative mechanism has been a particular combination of market evolution, 













using limited information. Actually, it has set limitation to such a mechanism and its 
scope of influence. 
From the above perspectives, this dissertation, while explaining the ideas and 
directions of the conditional transmit in the Cross-Strait economic integration, and 
analyzing the models and mechanism pursuit under the systematic integration by 
employing the mutual agricultural policies of the European Union as a basis for 
examination, intends to use them as facts in establishing a creative model and 
mechanism for the Cross-Strait economic cooperation and its integration. In line with 
the above outlooks, this thesis takes as a case for analysis the Cross-Strait agricultural 
cooperation experiment in Yulin, Guangxi zhuang Autonomous Region. By further 
expounding on the actual operation and model development in the experimental zones, 
this paper works out a model framework which is done in accordance with the 
concrete-general logic, taking the Cross-Strait agricultural division of labor as a 
starting point, the joint effort to promote the international market as a focus of 
emphasis, the realization of the Cross-Strait agricultural integration as a footing. In 
the meantime, this thesis also set up a mechanism framework which embody the 
tendency of Cross-Strait agricultural cooperation and promote mechanism 
development by examining the experimental zones of the Cross-Strait agricultural 
cooperation in Fujian, especially the dominant targets of the cooperative subject, 
object and carrier of it. 
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历经近 30 年的蓬勃发展，两岸农业合作逐步实现了由 初的隐蔽、零星、分散
到目前的公开、规模、拓展深化的转变，成为两岸经贸关系的主要载体和重要组
成部分。截止 2009 年底，大陆共有台资农业企业 5900 多家，投资金额为 69 亿
美元，其中 95%以上的台资农企获得了大陆绿色食品、有机食品和无公害食品的
认证，70%以上的企业成为省部级或当地农业产业化龙头企业，普遍取得可观效
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